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1.  See Detail G “Cutting In a Penetration”.

2.  Once the deck membrane is installed to the curb
or outside wall corner, apply Bonding Adhesive to
the vertical substrate to the intended flashing
height and to the back of the membrane flashing.
Apply All Purpose Primer to the deck membrane
extending 5" from angle change.  Allow to flash off.

3.  Apply Seam Tape to primed deck membrane 
tight to the angle change, and roll with the seam
roller with release liner still on tape.

4.  Align edge of the Peel & Stick flashing or flashing
membrane with the Seam Tape, leaving 1/4" of the
tape exposed.  Press the flashing into the angle
change to minimize bridging, and continue up the 
vertical.  Hand roll. Continuously wrap flashing
around curb and cut corners to fit square with
the curb.

5.  Apply All Purpose Primer to the corner flashing
area.  Allow to flash off.

6.  Remove half of the release liner from the Peel &
Stick Corner and fold it in half with the tape side
exposed.  Center and mate the corner to the
adhesive on the vertical surfaces.  Reach between
the folded layers of flashing and press the upper flap
into the point of the corner, using the sides of your
hands.  Pull, tightly flare and stretch the flashing into
the angle change onto the horizontal surface.  Avoid
bridging and gaps.  Hand Roll.

7.  Apply Edge Caulk to all flashing and seam edges.

See detail G “Cutting In a 
Penetration” for instructions 
on installing the membrane 
around a pipe penetration.  

Then continue steps 2 through
7 of this detail.

Note:  Peel and Stick TPO membrane has factory applied adhesive on the 
back of the sheet, eliminating the need for application of Bonding Adhesive 
as shown above.  In lieu of applying Bonding Adhesive to the substrates, 
apply All Purpose Primer, and allow it to flash off completely prior to 
installing the Peel and Stick TPO membrane.
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